STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION

The IXL Real-Time Diagnostic helps you assess your students’ grade-level proficiency in both math and English language arts. Getting started is simple!

1. Complete initial diagnostic
   Have students visit the Diagnostic Arena

2. Personalize your instruction
   Use IXL action plans to guide learning for each student

3. Keep levels up to date
   Answer questions weekly to get updated diagnostic insights

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT HOW YOU CAN GET STARTED WITH THE IXL REAL-TIME DIAGNOSTIC

1. Complete initial diagnostic

   Visit the Diagnostic Arena
   Have students answer diagnostic questions until all of their levels are up to date. It only takes students about 45 minutes to get full diagnostic stats in one subject.

   Nice work!
   Your diagnostic is currently complete!

   You can continue diagnosing to reveal more recommendations.

   This is what students will see once they've completed the initial diagnostic.
Encourage students to follow their action plan from IXL

Using insights from the diagnostic, IXL creates a personalized action plan for each student. Have your students click directly on their recommended IXL skills to start closing gaps and making progress right away.

### IXL Real-Time Diagnostic Action Plan
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The IXL Real-Time Diagnostic shows you what you know and what you’re ready to learn next. Work on your personalized skill recommendations until you reach excellence (90+). Visit the Real-Time Diagnostic often to see how your stats change and to get new recommendations!


**Math strand levels and recommendations**

#### Overall math level

- **Overall Score:** 360
- **Grade:** 3rd

#### Numbers & Operations

- **1 recommended skill**
  - Multiply by a multiple of ten (Third grade) >> MS6

#### Algebra & Algebraic Thinking

- **2 recommended skills**
  - Multiplication facts for 6, 7, 8, and 9: find the missing factor (Third grade) >> X7N
  - Division facts for 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10: sorting (Third grade) >> XDN

#### Fractions

- **2 recommended skills**
  - Find equivalent fractions (Third grade) >> WMX
  - Fractions of a group (Second-grade) >> WWE

**Tip:** Diagnostic levels correspond to grade levels. For example, a score of 360 indicates the student understands about 60% of 3rd grade material.
3. Keep levels up to date

The IXL Real-Time Diagnostic can give you up-to-the-minute information on your students' knowledge every day with these two simple steps:

**Answer 10-15 diagnostic questions per week**
With just a handful of diagnostic questions each week, your students' levels will stay up to date and ensure you always have timely insights on how to support them.

**Work on IXL skills regularly**
When students work in IXL skills, their progress is automatically incorporated into their diagnostic levels so that you have a full, meaningful portrait of your students' knowledge.

To learn more about the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic, visit www.ixl.com/diagnostic